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“The Blue Ghost”
By Marion Dane Bauer
J MR BAU
Liz is visiting her grandmother in an old house in the
middle of the woods. It already sounds like a scary
movie, right? She wakes up to a ghost calling out the
name Elizabeth. What does it want?

“Black Lagoon Adventures” series
By Mike Thaler
J MR THA (Series)
Do you remember reading that picturebook series
about a monster-filled school? Well the kids are back
in these chapter books to convince you that their
teachers really are the scariest!

“Notebook of Doom” series
By Troy Cummings
J MR CUM
Alexander finds a notebook that has “DOOM” written
across it. It contains information about monsters
inside and the adventures that ensue are hilarious!

“A Series of Unfortunate Events” series
By Lemony Snicket
J FIC SNI (Series)
“Proceed, but cautiously,” the book boasts of its
horror. The Baudelaire children face mishaps one
after the other in this series by renowned Snicket.

“The Witches”
By Roald Dahl
J MR DAH
According to Grandmamma, witches are the most
dangerous creature of all. Though her grandson listens
closely, what will happen when he meets one?

“Magic Trixie” series
By Jill Thompson
J GRAPHIC THO
No one takes Trixie seriously. Not her parents, not
her friends. And her baby sister gets away with
everything! She has to prove herself somehow.

“Bunnicula” series
By James Howe
J MR HOW (Series)
There’s a new pet in the Monroe house: a rabbit. But
there’s something strange about him. He looks like he
has fangs and vegetables are drained of their juice.
Can the family dog and cat crack the case?

“The Unsolved Mystery” series
By Various Authors
J non-fiction
This series talks about unsolved mysteries in an
informed manner at a first/second grade reading
level. Reports of encounters are taken into
consideration and it ends with “What do you think?”

“Library of Doom” series
By Michael Dahl
J MR STO (Series)
The Librarian is very mysterious, but as the keeper of
the world’s most dangerous books that seems about
right. This fast-paced, thrilling adventure series from
Stone Arch will have you coming back for more.

Edge Books “The Unexplained” series
By Various Authors
J non-fiction
Similar to “The Unsolved Mystery” series with its
informative manner, “The Unexplained” covers a
range of topics surrounding the weird. This detailed
research is presented at a fourth grade reading level.
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